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featured family

Shirley Allenbrand 
From The Villas At Shadow Glen 

Photos by Lauren King with Lasting Love Photography 

Pets
Chase is Shirley’s 4-year-old Havanese – Chase is the perfect 
sidekick. He can be seen walking with his devoted owner or 
riding in the family street-ready golf cart, where he has a car seat 
and wears a seat belt. 
 
Profession
A pioneer in healthcare communities, Shirley owned and 
operated several facilities named the Sweet Life. She had 
numerous articles published in national magazines about her 

innovations in senior living communities. She received the 
“Award of Merit,” from Kansas Department of Commerce and 
Housing. She is currently stepping away from her company 
Allenbrand Designs and her work as a consultant in Design 
and Marketing in order to pursue her public service passion by 
running for the Johnson County Commission 
 
The Allenbrand Favorites 
The outdoors is where you will find the Allenbrand family, 
especially Shawnee Mission Trails, Ernie Miller Nature Park, 
Heritage Park, Shawnee Mission Park, and Cedar Creek Trails. 
Shirley frequently cheers on her grandchildren at the soccer 
fields, 3-2 Ball Park, and their schools’ baseball fields and golf 
courses. In her spare time, you can find her being “Chase’s Mom,” 
walking around the neighborhood with him! 
 
Children
Travis Meireis (son) and Heather Meireis (daughter-in-law). 
Travis is national sales manager for Columbia Group and Heather 
is an educator at Mize Elementary School in DeSoto. They 
have two children: Tiffany Meireis – (daughter), an Operations 
Manager Alliance Data, and Katie Byers (step-daughter), who 
lives in Des Moines, IA, with her husband, Jay Byers, and two 
daughters and owns a company called Home. 
 
Favorites
Shirley loves being with Chase in the neighborhood, vacationing 
with her family and friends, golf, the arts, reading, and learning 
every day. Camping is one of the family favorites and she enjoys 
the chaos of six people and four dogs running around outside at 
the campground. 
 
Shirley is an enthusiastic KC sports fan often enjoying the 
Royals, Chiefs, and KU Basketball teams.
 
Pop and pop country music entertains the Allenbrand family who 
often enjoys a family meal while watching a Home Ditty concert.
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